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CONTROLLING EPICS FROM A WEB BROWSER*
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Abstract

An alternative to using a large graphical display manager
like MEDM [1,2] to interface to a control system, is to
use individual control objects, such as text boxes, meters,
etc., running in a browser. This paper presents three im-
plementations of this concept, one using ActiveX con-
trols, one with Java applets, and another with Microsoft
Agent [3]. The ActiveX controls have performance
nearing that of MEDM, but they only work on Windows
platforms. The Java applets require a server to get around
Web security restrictions and are not as fas~ but they have
the advantage of working on most platforms and with
both of the leading Web browsers. The agent works on
Windows platforms with and without a browser and al-
lows voice recognition and speech synthesis, making it
somewhat more innovative than MEDM.

1 INTRODUCTION
The concepts described in this paper fall into two groups:
(1) the browser objects: ActiveX controls and Java app
lets, and (2) the agent application. We will speak of the
browser objects first and leave the agent application for
the end. We will only consider the use of these controls
in EPICS [4].

There are advantages to using a Web browser rather
than a large program like MEDM to access a control sys-
tem, particularly if the control system is small or you have
special needs. The browser replaces MEDM’s EXECUl%
mode, and your favorite HTML editor replaces MEDMs
EDIT mode. Only the objects need to be provided. The
rest is done for you by large and presumably competent
groups of programmers and designers working for well-
known companies.

In place of the somewhat fixed objects that are avail-
able in a program like MEDM, the browser objects can be
about anything that a person wants. They are relatively
small and are largely self-contained. The ease with which
they can be modified solves the extensibilityy limitations
with the large graphical control-system interfaces, such as
MEDM. Once the boilerplate code that makes these con-
trols work with the control system and the browser is
written, the specific functionality of whether they are, say,
a meter or a text entry is relatively simple and easily
changed.

In addition to being easily changed,
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via their methods and properties in ways that MEDM~type
objects do not.

2 HTML FOR BROWSER OBJECTS

It is important to keep in mind that these browser objects
are, indeed, objects in the sense of object-oriented design.
That is, they have properties and methods, and they re-
spond to events. How they do this is typically encapsu-
lated in the object and is often of no concern to the person
who uses them. When such an object is used in a Web
page, it is manipulated via these properties, methods, and
events.

The types of objects we are describing are incorporated
into a browser page in much the same way as the images
we see ail the time. Figure 1 shows typical HTML for
images, applets, and controls. The PARAMs, which are
the basic dMference from an image, specify the object’s
properties.

Image
<IMAGE
WIETH=54 O HEIGHT=8 O ALIGN=center HSPACE=5
VSPACE=O NANE=”irnsgel”>

~/IMAGE>

Applet
<APPI,E1’
CODE= -CaGetJ.class-
WIDTH=54 O HEIGHT=80 ALIGN= center HSPACE=5
VSPACE=O NAWE= “cagetj1 ● =-

<PARAM NAME. “Monitor” VALUE= “False”>
cPARAW NAME. uShowName ● VALUE. *True”>
cPARAM NAME= ”Name” VALUE= ”evans:talc”>
<PARAW NAWE= “Address” VALUE= “localhost”>
<PAP.AMNAME= ”fontSize” VALUS=”28”>
<PARAM NAME=” fgcolor - VALUE. “#000000”>
<PARAN NANE. ”bgColor O VALUE. ”16777215”>

</APPLET>

ActiveX Control

cO&lECT
CLASSID=”clsid:0925 E806-BA7A-llDO- 99E9-
020AFF2AC4 7”

CODEEASE. “CaGetX.ocx”
WIDTH=54 O HEIGHT=8O ALIGN=center HSPACE= 5
VSPACE=O NAME= “cagetxl”>

<PARAM NAME. “Monitor” VALUE. ”False”=-
cPARAN NAME. OShowName” VALUE= “True”>
cPAP.AMNAME. “Name” VALUE. -eVanS:talc”>
<PARAM NANE= “BackColor” VALUE= “16777215”>
<PARAM NAME= “MonitorTime” VALUE=” 100”>

c i OBJECT>

Figure 1: HTML for three kinds of browser object.
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with J*=4-, E*=lllkeV, and T, J2=5.74min; and 78Rbm2 J“=4+, E*=l15keV, Tliz z 7 psec. The spectro-
scopic quadruple moment of 78Rbm1 has been measured to be Q, =-O.814eb [4]. Transition rates between yrast
states have also been measured [51. The goal of this experiment was to investigate the relationship between
the shapes of these states.

A beam of N 20pnA 58Ni at 260 MeV was used to produce 78Rb, through the reaction 24Mg(s8Ni,3pn)78Rb.
The 24Mg target had a thickness of 0.82 mg/cm 2. This inverse reaction was particularly well suited to our
requirements. The residues were produced with a cross-section of 239mb (29mb for 78RWS, 83mb for 78Rbm1,
and 127mb for ‘8Rb~2), in a recoil cone with 8~zz -3° with a mean energy of 150 MeV. The reaction had the

78Kr (98mb) for reference.added advantage that it provides a stable beam of

After the production target, the recoiling reaction products passed through a charge resetting foil of
O 02mg/cm2 12C to equilibrate their charge-state distribution. The residues of interest were separated from the
direct beam and other reaction products using the Argonne Fragment Mass Analyzer (FMA) [61. The FMA
separated recoils by A/q in a mode that was non-dispersive in energy. The central A/q setting was chosen to
be A=78, q=25, with ER=150 MeV. The efficiency of the FMA was e~’A e 77% for 78Rb, e$~~ e 52% for
78Kr. The fraction of recoils with q=25 was z 24% for 78Rb and - 21% for 78Kr .. The setting of the FMA
was adjusted to provide a beam which was parallel beyond the focal plane. Suppression of the primary beam
W= ~107. A 2.5cm square aperture allowed only particles with A/q=78/25 to enter the secondary beam-liie.
Particles were detected in two 9cmx8cm multi channel plate (MCP) detectors whkh were position sensitive in
two dimensions with a resolution of 2.2mm, and which were placed 20cm apart. The two-MCP combhation
was used to characterize the secondary beam at the re-excitation target, placed 92cm behind MCP1. The MCP
system could handle event rates > 10s/sec. The position of each ion impinging on the target was determined
by applying a beam tracking method. The beam spot size at the secondary target was determined to have a
FWHM of 2.24cm (Fig. 1). In the data analysis, ions were required to pass through a circle of diameter 3.7cm,
centered on the beam-line.

FIGURE 1. Figure 1. The reconstructed beam profile at the re-excitation foil. The profile had a FWHM of 2.5cm,

of which 1.1 cm wa due to the tracking procedure.
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The r-excitation target was l.lmg/cm 2 58Ni, 4.3cm in diameter. Inverse kinematics were again selected in
the m-excitation reaction to insure a high probability of detecting the scattered particles downstream. 58Ni was
a mechanically convenient re-excitation foil, which was not easily Coulomb excited, and from which A=78 ions
were scattered in a recoil cone with ~f~~ = 48°. The scattered ions were detected in a 4quadrant, position
sensitive multi-wire proportional counter (MWPC), placed 19cm beyond the target and subtending laboratory
ZiI@3s 6° ~ 8&: ~ 45°. Each quadrant of the MWPC was a separate detector, with all four quadrants sharing
a common gas volume of isobutane at 3 Torr. The scattered-ion rate was z3/sec. The detection of a scattered
ion provided the main experimental trigger. Ions scattering at angles less than 3° in the laboratory frame were
not intercepted and passed into a beam dump 20cm behind the MWPC. Photons associated with Coulomb
excitation were detected in two 7070 HPGe detectors, which were a distance of z 7cm from the target, and
at an angle OC~z 112° with respect to the beam axis. Fkom these data, complete event reconstruction was
possible, allowing Doppler correction (Fig. 2). A y-ray singles spectrum from the experiment is shown in

78Rb ions which stopped in the target chamber. Thefigure 3. The spectrum is dominated by beta decay of
suppression of these background events, and the extraction “of the ~-rays associated with Coulomb excitation
of the beam came from analysis of space and time correlations between scattered ions and ~-rays.

Total Y- Ray Spectrum

Figure 3. A scaled-down sin-
gles spectrum from both of the
7~0 HpGe detectors. It is domi-
nated by radioactive decay of the
stopped 7gRb beam particles and
room-background mdioactivz”ty.

Figure 4 shows a tire-correlation spectrum in which the real coincidences are evident above a flat background
of random events. After time-random subtraction, a clean -y-ray spectrum was obtained, which is shown in
figure 5. This spectrum is devoid of characteristic 51 lkeV -y-rays associated with the @ decay of the beam.
Coulomb excitation of 78Kr and 78Rb98’~1*m2are evident. The very intense peak at -154keV corresponds to



the excitation and decay of states built on both 7sRbm 1 ~d 7sRbm2 isomers. preliminary Coulomb excitation

calculations indicate that states built on the 78Rbg” have a similar collectivityy to that mezumred for 78Rbml. The
collectivity of 78Rbm1 and 78Rbm2 aiso appear to be similar, in agreement with recent in-beam memmrnents
[5]. A qu&titative analysis is in progress_. -
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Figure 4. Time wmelations
between scnttemd heavy-ions and
gamma-nays. The events to the
n“ght of the prompt peak conw-
spond to slow rise-time (low en-
e~) pulses in the large Ge de-
tectors.

Figure 5. The time-random
subtracted spectrum of y-rays
associated with re-excitation of
A=78 ions. Peaks associated
with re-excitation of 78Kr and
78 Rp.rnl.rnz am all em-dent.
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